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ABSTRACT
Chinese herbs play a critical role in Traditional Chinese Medicine. Due to different recognition gran-
ularity, they can be recognized accurately only by professionals with much experience. It is expected
that they can be recognized automatically using new techniques like machine learning. However, there
is no Chinese herbal image dataset available. Simultaneously, there is no machine learning method
which can deal with Chinese herbal image recognition well. Therefore, this paper begins with build-
ing a new standard Chinese-Herbs dataset. Subsequently, a newAttentional Pyramid Networks (APN)
for Chinese herbal recognition is proposed, where both novel competitive attention and spatial col-
laborative attention are proposed and then applied. APN can adaptively model Chinese herbal images
with different feature scales. Finally, a new framework for Chinese herbal recognition is proposed
as a new application of APN. Experiments are conducted on our constructed dataset and validate the
effectiveness of our methods.
1. Introduction
As a simple and non-invasive treatment with the minor
side effect, Traditional ChineseMedicine (TCM) plays a sig-
nificant role in health-care for several thousand years. It is
widely used in China and numerousAsian countries [42, 50].
Therefore, there are lots of researches on TCM investigated
to perform auxiliary diagnosis and treatment using the ad-
vanced techniques, such as image processing methods [47]
and newly proposed deep learning methods [26]. Chinese
herbs, as a part of TCM, have excellent performance on not
only the treatment of the diseases but also the physical condi-
tioning with the guidance of the theoretical system of TCM,
so that they have gradually become a part of people’s life.
However, due to a lack of professional equipment and knowl-
edge, it is difficult for non-professionals to recognize Chi-
nese herbs accurately so that Chinese herbs recognition tools
are heavily expected. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no research on this task currently. As there is no
available Chinese herbal image dataset at present, Chinese
herbal recognition seemsmuch tricky, even if there are many
excellent machine learning methods available, such as excel-
lent deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) for visual ob-
ject recognition [30] and detection [46, 45, 19]. Therefore,
this paper begins with constructing a new Chinese herbal
image dataset.
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Chinese herbal recognition differs from both the regular
image recognition [48] and the fine-grained image recogni-
tion [30], where the former focuses on global semantic infor-
mation such as the outline and shape, while the latter needs
the more detailed local information. Chinese herbal recog-
nition is confronted with two problems: (1) Some Chinese
herbs, belonging to different species, are easy to be clas-
sified by the global shape features, as shown in Figure 1.
For example, Fructus Amomi and Liquorice are much dif-
ferent in global shape so that they can be easily classified
using the shape features. (2) There are some other Chinese
herbs with similar shapes belonging to the same species, re-
quiring the more fine-grained features for the recognition,
such as Croton and Cocklebur Fruit in Figure 1, which have
only a few differences in details. Therefore, the recognition
granularity of inter-species differs from intra-species, where
the former is easier to be classified than the latter. Thus
we convert Chinese herbal recognition to a multi-granularity
task. Generally, it is hard to take into account the above two
cases when we only use the single-scale features, as the reg-
ular CNNs cannot detect the scale adaptively. Therefore, we
need to consider multi-scale features and adaptively empha-
size the corresponding scales that are efficient for different
herbs, since features with different scales indicate the differ-
ent granularity.
If CNNs are used, the features extracted from the con-
volution layers of different depth are rich in diversity. It
is empirically confirmed that the features of the shallower
layer contain both more details and spatial information due
to the smaller convolution receptive field and high resolu-
tion, while the features of the deeper layer are more global
and semantic in contrast [41]. They can be illustrated in
Figure 2 and the representation visualization [40]. To con-
sider these two cases simultaneously, the pyramid structure
of Feature Pyramid Networks [23] (FPN) can naturally lever-
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Figure 1: Examples of main species in CNH-98. The blue box represents an example of the Species and the red box indicates an
examples of the Class.
age ConvNet’s pyramid feature hierarchy to aggregate fea-
tures with different scales from a variety of levels. Namely,
the pyramid structure of FPN can fuse semantic and spatial
information [41] required by multi-granularity recognition
task like Chinese herbal recognition.
FPN is designed for object detection, which attaches pre-
dictors to all RoIs of all levels. However, when it is applied
to the recognition task that requires multi-scale features, we
have to feed the features of all levels into one classifier. In
Pre-act ResNet-18
Figure 2: Feature maps from various layers of CNN, where
feature maps are extracted from four levels of ResNet-18 to
form a feature pyramid. It can be seen that the features from
different layers of networks are diverse.
this way, it is much possible to generate a large number of
redundant features, making it difficult to optimize the net-
work during training. In such a case, some efficient features
are expected to be selected. On the other hand, FPN implies
a strong constraint that features from the adjacent levels are
combined in a fixed way, which easily leads to inefficient
fused features for samples with different granularity. Fur-
thermore, its networks cannot dynamically adjust weights of
features from different levels. In order to overcome these dis-
advantages, this paper proposes a new Attentional Pyramid
Networks (APN) for Chinese herbal recognition, where both
novel Competitive Attention (CA) and novel Spatial Collab-
orative Attention (SCA) are proposed and then applied. In
this way, APN can obtain the more efficient fused features
and adaptively model Chinese herbal images with different
feature scales.
As a kind of channel-wise attention mechanism based on
SENet [14], CA can automatically select features of differ-
ent levels for different samples in a soft way when aggre-
gating features of different levels. SE in SENet is limited to
re-scaling weights of features from the single layers and sin-
gle information stream, while the proposed CA extends the
modelling ranges of channel-wise attention and spatial atten-
tion to multiple streams. It explicitly models the channel de-
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pendencies in the process of across-level features fusion, in-
dicating an implicit competition between spatial and seman-
tic information streams. On the other hand, channel-wise
attention solely considers relatively the global information
for each feature map, but we need to dynamically trade off
the global and local information across different levels. Lo-
cal details are usually reflected by the spatial dimension, so
that the proposed SCA is based on the spatial attention [20]
by collaboratively learning from information streams of dif-
ferent levels. It can collaboratively trade-off the global and
local information of features from different levels and mutu-
ally complement for each other in the process of spatial at-
tentional modelling. The competition and trade-off can help
the pyramid network produce fused features that are more ef-
ficient for the multi-granularity task. SCA has two versions.
One is parameter-free, which solely exploits the global de-
scriptor of each channel to model spatial relations and ig-
nores spatial clues between various channels. However, it is
generally known that feature maps of the different channels
tend to focus on the different spatial regions. Some pay at-
tention to the global information such as the background and
shape, while others to the local details like texture, which
can be observed from the representation visualization [40].
Therefore, there may be a certain spatial correlation between
different channels [37], which should not be neglected. Para-
metric SCA can be applied to deal with this issue, which can
spatially capture the global and local complementary rela-
tionship between a variety of channels achieved by paramet-
ric filters. Obviously, both CA and SCA are easily extended
to other neural networks with feature fusing on multiple in-
formation streams. Also, APN can be generalized to simi-
lar multi-granularity recognition tasks. In summary, several
novel contributions are presented as follows:
1. A new standard Chinese-Herbs dataset is constructed,
which not only supports Chinese herbal recognition
but also supports the research ofmachine learningmeth-
ods.
2. A new Attentional Pyramid Networks (APN) for Chi-
nese herbal recognition is proposed, where both novel
competitive attention and novel spatial collaborative
attention are proposed and then applied. APN can ob-
tain the more efficiently fused features and adaptively
model Chinese herbal images with different feature
scales.
3. The proposed CA can selectively place different em-
phasis on the features of different level for the multi-
granularity task whereas SCA can adaptively quantify
the importance of each image region. Furthermore,
two variants of SCA are proposed to obtain the more
effective performance.
4. As an application, a new framework with APN for
Chinese herbal recognition is proposed. Experimen-
tal results on our constructed dataset validate the ef-
fectiveness and the superior performance of our meth-
ods.
2. Related Work
Feature Pyramid. Currently, a variety of methods [15]
are proposed to process multi-scale spatial information by
aggregating multi-scale features. [41] presents a summary
of the typical feature aggregation methods such as feature
pyramid [23] applied on various fields to handle multi-scale
tasks, such as segmentation [17, 4], object detection [23],
and pose estimation [5]. However, there are fewer multi-
scale methods for image recognition task [11]. Definitely,
they have not been applied to Chinese herbal recognition.
Generally speaking, there are two primary approaches
to exploit multi-scale features: pyramid pooling [25] and
encoder-decoder architecture [23] achieved by skip connec-
tions. As for the former, ParseNet [24] introduces global
context informations to FCN [25]. Moreover, DeepLab v2 [4]
embeds multi-scale features by spatial pyramid pooling for
image segmentation, based on parallel dilated convolutions.
Pyramid encoder-decoder architecture is proposed to com-
bine spatially strong features with semantically powerful fea-
tures achieved by skip-connection. UNet [31] can aggre-
gate coarse-to-fine features for biomedical images. Further-
more, RefineNet [21] follows this main idea. Besides, a
novel encoder-decoder architecture, the hourglass architec-
ture [27], stacksmultiple encoder-decoder structures on each
block. The hourglass structure is further applied on residual
blocks to propose a pyramid residual module. [39] and [29]
further introduce prior knowledge into it. Inspired by hour-
glass blocks, FPN [23] designs a novel hourglass pyramid
network with strong semantic at all scales by top-down path-
way and lateral skip connections and RON [18] also use a
similar idea implemented by reverse connections. Based on
FPN, Panoptic FPN [17] propose a more complex feature
hierarchical architecture for panoptic segmentation. How-
ever, these approaches did not use attention mechanism. Our
method proposed and then applied two novel attentionmodel:
competitive attention and spatial collaborative attention.
Attention in CNN. The attention mechanism has been
applied to the modelling process of CNNs [28], which pri-
marily involves two aspects: channel-wise attention mech-
anism [14] and spatial attention mechanism [34, 20]. The
former explicitly captures interdependency between chan-
nels and the other one re-weights the spatial signals of im-
ages. Furthermore, some models combine both spatial and
channel-wise attention, such as SCA-CNN [3] andCBAM [36].
However, the mentioned models are limited in the local re-
gion. To solve this problem, self-attention [35] is proposed
to capture long-range dependencies between local and global
information. Interaction-aware pyramid [9], a self-attention
model, introduces attention into the pyramid network formod-
elling long-range relationship. Additionally, there are some
attention models based on domain knowledge [2, 6]. Dif-
ferent from these attention methods, based on the structure
of pyramid networks, our proposed attention mechanism ex-
plicitly models on multiple information streams. Namely, it
takes into consideration the interaction of different informa-
tion streams and joint modelling, which considers both the
implicit competition and trade-off simultaneously.
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Figure 3: Overview of Attentional Pyramid Network and its Attention modules: Competitive Attention and Spatial Collaborative
Attention, where Batch Normalisation [16] is used before sigmoid but not shown for brevity. All feature maps are resized in SCA
module by the bilinear interpolation (default).
CNNApplied onTasks likeHerbalRecognition. There
are some similar tasks finished byCNN, such as plants recog-
nition [33], leaf recognition [13], flower recognition [10].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research
on Chinese herbal recognition using CNN, let alone APN.
3. Proposed method
The overview of the proposed Attentional Pyramid Net-
works (APN) is shown in Figure 3, where the architecture of
the pyramid network is presented on the left and its attention
module on the right.
3.1. Pyramid Networks in APN
The pyramid networks inAPN is innovated fromFPN [23].
Following FPN, it constructs a standard neural network as its
backbone with multi-scale features, where the spatial resolu-
tion of each level is reduced by 50% from the previous level
on the bottom-up pathway. Here we record the output of 푙-th
level on the bottom-up pathway as 퐗푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶푙 . Thefeatures 퐗푙 would be transformed into 퐗′푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 bylateral connections achieved by a convolution operation with
the filter size of 1 × 1.
Starting from the coarsest-resolution feature maps 퐗′퐿that locate at the highest pyramid level퐿, the top-down path-
way progressively generates higher resolution features 퐔푙 ∈
ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 by upsampling the output 퐏푙+1 ∈ ℝ퐻푙+1×푊푙+1×퐶of higher-level 푙 + 1 by a factor of 2. Namely, given an in-
termediate feature map with the size of 퐻푙+1 ×푊푙+1 as theinput of a level, top-down pathway sequentially infers a fea-
ture map with the size of 2퐻푙+1×2푊푙+1 as the output of thislevel. Then, these upsampled features 퐔푙 would be mergedwith the transformed features 퐗′푙 by element-wise addition:
퐏′푙 = 퐗′푙 + 퐔푙, if 푙 = 1, 2,… , 퐿 − 1 (1)
After smoothed by a convolution operation with the filter
size of 3 × 3 to reduce aliasing effect of upsampling, 퐏′푙
would be transformed into 퐏푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 as the output oflevel 푙. As a result, the output of each pyramid level on top-
down pathway can be concluded as:{
퐏퐿 = 퐗′퐿, if 푙 = 퐿
퐏푙 = 푓 3×3(푓 1×1(퐗푙) + 퐹푢푝(퐏푙+1)), if 푙 < 퐿
(2)
where we denote 푓푘×푘 as the convolution operation with the
filter size of 푘× 푘 and 퐹푢푝 represents the upsampling opera-tion.
As opposed to the transformed feature 퐱′푙 from the bottom-up pathway, 퐮푙 are spatially coarser but semantically stronger.Hence we naturally refer the bottom-up pathway to spatial
flow and the top-down pathway to semantic flow. They are
complementary.
3.2. Competitive Attention between Spatial and
Semantic Flows
The feature fusionmethod in FPN indiscriminately treats
different information streams in a fixed feature aggregation
way. Hence APN, shown in Figure 3, applies the proposed
Competitive Attention (CA) to suppress redundant features
and to dynamically present emphasis between the semantic
flow and spatial flow, implying an adaptive competition be-
tween them.
To implementCA, we first aggregate the spatial informa-
tion of featuremaps of the spatial flow퐗′푙 = [퐱′1푙 , 퐱′2푙 ,… , 퐱′퐶푙 ]
and semantic flow퐔푙 = [퐮1푙 ,퐮2푙 ,… ,퐮퐶푙 ], generating the global
descriptors 퐗̂′푙 and 퐔̂푙 for all channels of each flow:
퐱̂′
푐
푙 = 퐹푠푞(퐱
′푐
푙 ) =
1
퐻푙 ×푊푙
퐻푙∑
푖=1
푊푙∑
푗=1
[퐱′푐푙 ]푖,푗 , (3)
퐮̂푐푙 = 퐹푠푞(퐮
푐
푙 ) =
1
퐻푙 ×푊푙
퐻푙∑
푖=1
푊푙∑
푗=1
[퐮푐푙 ]푖,푗 , (4)
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where 퐹푠푞 represents the squeeze operation to aggregate theinformation along the spatial dimension, [⋅]푖,푗 represents val-
ues of featuremaps for the position (i, j),퐗′푙,퐔푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 ,
and 퐗̂′푙, 퐔̂푙 ∈ ℝ1×1×퐶 . The combination of 퐗̂′푙 and 퐔̂푙will be used as the joint input for the excitation operation to
capture channel-wise complementary dependencies between
spatial and semantic flows:
퐒푙 = 퐹푒푥([퐹푠푞(퐗′푙);퐹푠푞(퐔푙)];퐰푒푥)
= 퐹푒푥([퐗̂′푙; 퐔̂푙];퐰푒푥)
= 휎(푅푒퐿푈 ([퐗̂′푙, 퐔̂푙];퐰1);퐰2)
= [퐬1푙 , 퐬
2
푙 ,… , 퐬
퐶
푙 , 퐬
퐶+1
푙 , 퐬
퐶+2
푙 ,… , 퐬
2퐶
푙 ],
(5)
where 휎 means the sigmoid activation, [⋅] refers to the con-
catenation along the channel dimension, parameters 퐰1 ∈
ℝ
2퐶
푡 ×2퐶 , 퐰2 ∈ ℝ2퐶×
2퐶
푡 , 퐹푒푥 denotes the excitation opera-tion, and 퐒푙 ∈ ℝ1×1×2퐶 is the result of 퐹푒푥 that will be di-vided into two parts to re-scale the weights of features 퐗′푙and 퐔푙 respectively:
퐗̃′푙 = 퐹푠푐푎푙푒(퐒
푠푝푎
푙 ,퐗
′
푙)
= 퐒푠푝푎푙 ⊗ 퐗
′
푙,
(6)
퐔̃푙 = 퐹푠푐푎푙푒(퐒푠푒푚푙 ,퐔푙)
= 퐒푠푒푚푙 ⊗ 퐔푙,
(7)
where ⊗ represents the element-wise multiplication, 퐹푠푐푎푙푒denotes the scaling operation of CA, 퐒푠푝푎푙 ∈ ℝ1×1×퐶 refers to
[퐬1푙 , 퐬
2
푙 ,… , 퐬
퐶
푙 ],and 퐒푠푒푚푙 ∈ ℝ1×1×퐶 means [퐬퐶+1푙 , 퐬퐶+2푙 ,… , 퐬2퐶푙 ].Finally, the overall feature fusion process with CA is refor-
mulated as:
퐏′푙 = 퐹
푠푝푎
푐푎 (퐗
′
푙,퐔푙)⊗ 퐗′푙 + 퐹 푠푒푚푐푎 (퐗
′
푙,퐔푙)⊗ 퐔푙, (8)
where 퐹 푠푝푎푐푎 and 퐹 푠푒푚푐푎 refer to the modeling of CA for thespatial and semantic flow respectively. Compared with Eq.
1, Eq. 8 adds two weights 퐒푠푝푎푙 and 퐒푠푒푚푙 for퐗′푙 and퐔푙, whichis a softer feature aggregation form. Note that the difference
between common attention mechanism such as SE and our
method is that the range of modeling in our method is ex-
panded into two flows, which simultaneously encodes the
complementary relationship between spatial and semantic
flows. Namely, our method can introduce the different in-
formation interactions into the attention modeling, instead
of separately modeling each single information stream like
the common attention mechanism.
3.3. Spatial Collaborative Attention: trade-off
between Global and Local
CompetitiveAttention, as the channel-wise attention, solely
considers the global information for each feature map. How-
ever, for Chinese herbal recognition, it is necessary to take
local clues into account and dynamically perform the trade-
off between the global and local information. Moreover,
from the spatial perspective, it is empirically confirmed that
the semantic flow upsampled from the deeper layers usu-
ally contains the more global information, while the spa-
tial flow is abundant in local details. If we consider both
global and local cues of different levels, pixel-wise attention
with the smaller granularity is desired. Thus we propose a
Spatial Collaborative Attention (SCA) that focuses onwhere
is an informative part in a feature map, shown in Figure 3,
to model the collaboration and the supplement between the
global and local information on different pyramid levels.
In order to achieve our goal, we squeeze features퐗′푙 and
퐔푙 along the channel dimension and gain the descriptors ofall channels for the position (푖, 푗):
[퐗̌′푙]푖,푗 = 퐺푠푞([퐗′푙]푖,푗) =
1
퐶
퐶∑
푐=1
[퐱′푐푙 ]푖,푗 , (9)
[퐔̌푙]푖,푗 = 퐺푠푞([퐔푙]푖,푗) =
1
퐶
퐶∑
푐=1
[퐮푐푙 ]푖,푗 , (10)
where 퐺푠푞 refers to the squeeze operation of cross-channelglobal average pooling. Considering all positions of all fea-
ture maps, we obtain X̌′푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×1 and Ǔ푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×1,which will be concatenated to form [퐗̌′푙, 퐔̌푙] along the chan-nel dimension and convolved by a standard convolution layer
with the filter size of 3×3 and the stride of 2. This process is
denoted by the spatial squeeze operation 퐺̂푠푞 and computedas:
휀푙 = 퐺̂푠푞([퐗̌′푙, 퐔̌푙];퐰(3×3))
= 푅푒퐿푈 (푓 3×3(퐗̌′푙, 퐔̌푙])) = [휺1푙 , 휺
2
푙 ],
(11)
where 휺1푙 , 휺2푙 ∈ ℝ
퐻푙
2 ×
푊푙
2 ×1. Subsequently, we obtain the
spatial descriptor of all channels for each position and then
take it as the input of the following excitation operation퐺푒푥:
흃푙 = 퐺푒푥(퐹푢푝(휺푙);퐰(1×1))
= 퐺푒푥(퐞푙;퐰(1×1)) = 휎(푓 1×1(퐞푙)) = [흃1푙 , 흃
2
푙 ],
(12)
where 퐞푙 = 퐹푢푝(휀푙). As a result, we obtain two attention
masks 흃1푙 , 흃2푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×1 to re-scale two flows on the pixel-level. When combining CA with SCA, we first perform the
tensor multiply for the activation of CA and SCA respec-
tively:
M푠푝푎푙 = 흃
1
푙 ⊗ 퐒
푠푝푎
푙 , (13)
M푠푒푚푙 = 흃2푙 ⊗ 퐒푠푒푚푙 , (14)
whereM푠푝푎푙 , M푠푒푚푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 .Furthermore, we also deploy 1×1 convolution layers af-
ter multiplying since these two attention modeling processes
are notmutually independent, and thenwe obtain M̂푠푝푎푙 , M̂
푠푒푚
푙 ∈
ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 . Compared with Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, M̂푠푝푎푙 and
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Figure 4: Parameteric Squeeze CSCA module (left) and Fully-
Parametric Squeeze-Excitation CSCA module (right). Their
combination with Competitive Attention is not shown for
brevity.
M̂푠푒푚푙 are composed of two parts: 퐒푠푝푎(푠푒푚)푙 ∈ ℝ1×1×퐶 and
흃1(2)푙 ∈ ℝ
퐻푙×푊푙×1. The overall attention combining CAwith
SCA is denoted by CSCA module and its more details are
shown in Figure 3 (right). As a result, the final fused fea-
tures of the level 푙 can be gained by scaling 퐗′푙 and 퐔푙 with
M̂푠푝푎푙 and M̂
푠푒푚
푙 :
퐏′푙 = M̂
푠푝푎
푙 ⊗ 퐗
′
푙 + M̂
푠푒푚
푙 ⊗ 퐔푙 (15)
Compared with Eq. 8, Eq. 15 considers both the global and
local information.
3.4. Explore Parametric Spatial Collaborative
Attention
Let SCA-훼 denote the parameter-free SCA as described
in Sec.3.3, it can offer an effective mechanism to trade off the
global and local information but ignore their complementary
relations between various channels. To solve the issue, we
introduce parameters into the squeeze and excitation opera-
tion.
Parametric Squeeze Operator. Firstly, given the features
퐗′푙, 퐔푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 as the input, we define the paramet-ric channel-squeeze operator 퐺+푠푞(⋅) to reduce the parameteroverhead:
퐗̌′+푙 = 퐺
+
푠푞(퐗
′
푙;퐰(1×1)) = 푓
1×1(퐗′푙) (16)
퐔̌+푙 = 퐺
+
푠푞(퐔푙;퐰(1×1)) = 푓
1×1(퐔푙) (17)
where 퐗̌′+푙 , 퐔̌+푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×
퐶
푟 , and 퐰(1×1) means the weightof a 1 × 1 convolution layer. Compared with the parameter-
free squeeze operator퐺푠푞 in Eq. 9 and 10, features퐗′푙, 퐔푙 ∈
ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 are transformed into a lower-dimension spacewith
the reduction ratio 푟 and then produce 퐗̌′+푙 , 퐔̌+푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×
퐶
푟 ,
instead of global signals of all channels X̌′푙, Ǔ푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×1.Feature maps of different channels are not mutually inde-
pendent [37] and usually focus on different spatial regions.
As a consequence, it is reasonable to believe that feature
maps ofmultiple channels participating in themodelling pro-
cess is beneficial to making a trade-off between the global
and local information. Here the modified SCA and CSCA
module with parametric squeeze operators are denoted re-
spectively as SCA-휃 and CSCA-휃, whose details are shown
in Figure 4 (left).
Fully-Parametric Squeeze-Excitation Operator. As dis-
cussed above, we only parameterized the squeeze operation
while the excitation operation is not considered. Now we
extend the parameterization range into the excitation opera-
tor and propose Fully-Parameteric Squeeze-Excitation SCA
and CSCA, denoted by SCA-휃+ and CSCA-휃+, as shown in
Figure 4 (right). We first change the number of filters in the
spatial squeeze operator 퐺̂푠푞 in Eq. 11 into 퐺̂+푠푞:
휺+푙 = 퐺̂
+
푠푞([퐱̌′
+
푙 , 퐮̌
+
푙 ];퐰(3×3))
= 푅푒퐿푈 (푓 3×3([퐗̌′+푙 , 퐔̌
+
푙 ])),
(18)
where 휺+푙 ∈ ℝ
퐻푙
2 ×
푊푙
2 ×
2퐶
푟 is used as the input of the para-
metric excitation operation implemented by deconvolution
푓 (3×3)푇 :
흃+푙 = 퐺
+
푒푥(푓
(3×3)푇 (휺+푙 );퐰(1×1))
= 퐺+푒푥(퐞
+
푙 ;퐰(1×1)) = 푓
1×1(퐞+푙 ) = [흃
+1
푙 , 흃
+2
푙 ],
(19)
where 퐞+푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×2 and 흃+1푙 , 흃+2푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×1. Com-pared with Eq. 12, 퐺+푒푥 is learnable and considers the rela-tions between channels.
In summary, the parametric Squeeze-Excitation opera-
tion provides a larger modelling space for the collaborative
features fusion. Although their parameter sizes slightly in-
crease, they still satisfy the requirement of lightweight for
the attention mechanism.
3.5. Herbal Recognition Framework
APNcan be applicable to generalmulti-granularity recog-
nition tasks such as Chinese herbal recognition, where CSCA
is used to dynamically select features with different scales
in demand for the recognition granularity. CSCA is com-
posed of CA module and SCA module, where both CA and
SCA are applied to the semantic and spatial flows. Their
inputs are the combined features from both semantic flows
and spatial flows, so that there are the competition and col-
laboration between two flows in the process of attentional
modeling. In order to design the herbal recognition frame-
work, APN takes pre-act ResNet [12] and VGG [32] as the
backbone networks. Different from FPN predicting on each
level for object detection, the output 퐏푙 ∈ ℝ퐻푙×푊푙×퐶 of eachlevel on top-down pathway in our methods will be globally
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Figure 5: Distribution of Chinese Herbs Species (left) and the number of images for each classes in CNH-98 (right).
Table 1
Main species of CNH-98 dataset and their corresponding ex-
amples.
Main Species Herbs Examples
Fruits & Seeds
Star Anise, Siraitia Grosvenorii,
Ginkgo, Chinese Wolfberry,
SElfheal, Fructus Arctii, etc.
Rhizome
Liquorice, Thorowax Root,
Rhizoma Alismatis,
Unibract Fritillary Bulb, etc.
Flowers
Saffron, Flos Daturae,
Cloves, Magnolia, Coltsfoot,
Flos Jasmine, Lily, etc.
Bark Cinnamon, Cortex Moutan,Eucommia Ulmoides, etc.
Thallophyte Glossy Ganoderma, Tremella ,Cordyceps Sinensis, etc.
Whole Herbs Abrus cantoniensis,Anoectochilus roxburghii, etc.
Leaves Lophatherum Gracile, etc.
Resin Frankincense, Myrrh, etc.
pooled to form 퐏̂푙 ∈ ℝ1×1×퐶 , which are then concatenatedto form 퐏̂ = [퐏̂1, 퐏̂2,… , 퐏̂퐿]. Finally, 퐏̂ is sequentially for-warded to a fully-connected layer and softmax classifier to
perform the classification.
4. Chinese-Herbs Dataset
As there are no standard Chinese-Herbs Datasets avail-
able at present, we construct a novel Chinese-HerbsDataset(CNH-
98) having 9184 images with 98 classes, which mainly con-
sists of natural plants and thallophyte, covering the common
Chinese herbs. Subsequently it is divided randomly into
training and validation sets with a proportion of 4:1. Fig-
ure 1 shows some examples of CNH-98. The datasets can
be available2.
4.1. Dataset Collection
In this dataset, about 80% of the images are collected
from the Google images [1]. Moreover, the others are ac-
quired by taking photos ourselves in themedicinal herbs stores.
2https://github.com/scut-aitcm/Chinese-Herbs-Dataset
The number of images per class in CNH-98 ranges 14 to 246,
where there are more than 41 classes having over 100 im-
ages. The size of images in CNH-98 covers 150-1500 pix-
els. Considering the quality of images and annotations, all
images are filtered and manually checked by multi-human
annotators strategy. Thus the quality of data is reliable. The
detailed collection process is as follows:
Constructing Candidate Images. First of all, it is necessary
to determine the candidate list of Chinese herbs classes be-
fore collecting data. There are a great variety of Chinese
herbs, the most of which are extremely rare. Since the rare
herbs are difficult to collect, we need to select the common
classes for constructing candidate list of herbs classes. We
thus crawl three standard Chinese herbs websites for the lists
of all classes of herbs, and then we have take the intersection
of classes list from three websites as candidate list of herbs
classes. Based on the class candidate list, candidate images
of Chinese herbs for each class are collected from Google
images [1]. Images from Google provides the label informa-
tion, which simplified labeling. For each class of candidate
list, about 300 images are downloaded as the part of candi-
date images. The rest candidate images are hand-collected
by taking photos of herbs in the medicine herbs stores, which
accounted for 20%.
Quality Control on Images. To ensure the diversity and the
quality of samples, the quality control on images primarily
consists of two aspects: filtering duplicate and inferior im-
ages. For the former, the perceptual hash algorithm [44] is
used to remove the duplicate images from the candidate im-
ages. For the latter, images are removed if any of the follow-
ing conditions is satisfied: (i) The image contains no herbs;
(ii) The proportion of herbs in image is too small; (iii) The
image is gray.Furthermore, both duplicate images and infe-
rior images to be removed are checked by two annotators,
where the third annotators would join checking when dis-
agreement occurring.
Multi-human Annotations. Each hand-collected image by
taking photos is required for hand-annotations, which is la-
beled by two annotators independently. When there are dif-
ferent labels for the same image, the third annotator would
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participate in the annotation. If there are two annotators la-
beling it as the same class, the image would be annotated by
the corresponding label. If not, the image would be consid-
ered as a confused image and then dropped out.
Finally, in order to ensure the quantity of each class, the
classes of the top 90% are reserved according to the number
of images. Eventually we obtain the database that contains
98 classes. The complete class list is presented in the sup-
plementary material.
4.2. Grouping of Chinese Herbs
The classes of CNH-98 dataset cover the natural plants
and thallophyte, and herbs are always obtained from plant
organs, such as fruit and rhizome. Human recognize these
herbs not only by the texture, but also by the shape and color,
indicating that there is a great visual similarity between the
herbs from the same plant organs. If we define a group of
herbs from the same plant organ as a species and the herbs
of thallophyte as another species. Herbs belonging to dif-
ferent species are easier to classify while those belonging to
the same species are so similar that they should be classi-
fied with more fine-grained cues. The classes and species
of herbs are similar to that of other database that contains
people, cars, and buildings as classes, having the seman-
tic meaning that can be utilized to improve the recognition
performance. In CNH-98, there are eight species, including
Fruits & Seeds, Rhizome, Flowers, Bark, Thallphyte, Whole
Herbs, Leaves, Resin. Their examples are shown in Figure
1 and Table 1.
It can be observed that the herbs of different species are
easily distinguished, whereas the herbs of the same species
are similar with the difference only in details. This exactly
supports for the motivation of our proposed methods. At
the same time, Figure 5 (left) presents the distribution of the
number of Chinese herbs classes for eight species, where a
majority of classes are Fruits & Seeds and Rhizome, includ-
ing 42 and 32 classes respectively. It can be seen from Figure
5 (right) that CNH-98 dataset is relatively unbalanced.
5. Experiments
Lots of experiments are conducted on our proposed dataset
CNH-98 to validate the proposed method, where recently
proposed methods are compared.
5.1. Experimental Setup
In order to make the fair comparison, APN with CA,
SCA,CSCA and their parameterized variants are trainedwith
the same optimization schemes as that of FPN. It should be
emphasized that all hyper-parameters keep consistent for all
compared models except for the channel dimension reduc-
tion ratio 푟 of squeeze operators in the experiments on Para-
metric Spatial Collaborative Attention. Table 2 lists the de-
tailed architectures of APN-CSCA with pre-act ResNet-18
and ResNet-34 as the backbone. Compared with the typical
pre-act ResNet, residual blocks of our backbone network on
the bottom-up pathway have an additional 1 × 1 convolution
as a lateral connection structure, where the default channel
dimension is 256.
In order to ensure the best performance of the compared
methods, we follow the practice in [14] where the scale of
the input image is consistent with the one in our proposed
dataset. Namely, all methods are trained with the standard
data augmentation: the translation/mirroring is adopted and
the 224×224 crop is randomly sampled. All images are nor-
malized with mean values and standard deviations. When
testing, the test sample is firstly resized to the size of 256 ×
256 and then obtain the 224 × 224 central crop. All mod-
els are trained by the optimizer SGD with 0.9 Nesterov mo-
mentum from scratch. The upsampling strategy is achieved
by the bilinear interpolation elsewhere specified. All models
are trained with batch size 64 and 300 epochs. We choose
the best validation score of 300 epochs as the result of each
run and carry on the 5-fold cross-validation. The learning
rate is initialized to 0.1 and divided by 5 at epoch 120, 200,
260. Weight decay is adopted with 0.0005.
To assess the performance, several commonly used met-
rics are used, including top-1 accuracy, macro-precision (P),
macro-recall (R) and macro-F1 score (F1). For analysis of
complexity, we also report the parameter sizes and FLOPs
(the number of floating-point operations) of each model, fol-
lowing the practice in [12].
5.2. Ablation Studies
In this section, the ablation experiments are conducted
on CNH-98 to validate the effectiveness of all components
of APN, including CA, parameter-free SCA-훼, CSCA, and
their corresponding parametric version (SCA-휃, SCA-휃+, CSCA-
휃 and CSCA-휃+), where FPN is taken as the baseline. The
experimental results are presented in Table. 3, where meth-
ods (b)-(d) are free parametric approaches. It can be ob-
served that in most cases both APN-CA and APN-SCA out-
perform the baselines without too many extra parameters
and FLOPs, indicating that both CA and SCA are effective.
When combining CA with SCA (i.e. CSCA), our method
achieves further significant improvements for all metrics, in-
dicating that CA and SCA are complementary, althoughwith
a few of increases of FLOPs. When jointly modelling, CA
and SCA can obtain the feature informationmore completely
from two different perspectives so that they could reduce the
possibility of falling into a locally optimal point. Specifi-
cally, comparedwith FPN-34, APN-CSCA-18 is even prefer-
able for all metrics, but its size of parameters significantly
reduces to about 58% of FPN-34 and FLOPs reduce to about
78% of FPN-34. This reveals that our methods can obtain the
better performance with fewer parameters and FLOPs since
they benefit from dynamically adjusting weights of features
with different scales and then lead to the more efficient fea-
tures fusion.
On the other hand, Table 3 (e) and (f) present the results
of the parametric spatial attention. It can be found that APN-
CSCA-휃 with parametric squeeze operators can bring addi-
tional improvements. Moreover, APN-CSCA-휃+ reaches a
higher peak. These results suggest that the parametric SCA
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Table 2
Structure of Attentional Pyramid Networks with pre-act ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 as
backbone on the bottom-up pathway and CSCA modules on the top-down pathway. The
arrow (↓ ∕ ↑) refers to the propagation direction of feature information steams. c-avgpool
on the CSCA modules means cross-channel average pooling. @3 refers that there are 3
duplicated CSCA modules in total, corresponding to 3 output sizes respectively.
Output Size
Bottom-up (↓) Top-down (↑)
18-layer 34-layer Input Size CSCA ModuleLateral Upsampling
112 × 112 7 × 7, 64, stride 2 - - -
56 × 56 3 × 3 maxpool, stride 2 - - -⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64
]
× 2
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64
]
× 3
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦ 56 × 56 28 × 28 ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
upsampling⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[
avgpool × 2
푓푐, [32, 512]
]
⎡⎢⎢⎣
c-avgpool × 2
3 × 3, 2
1 × 1, 2
⎤⎥⎥⎦[
1 × 1, 256
]
× 2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
3 × 3, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
@328 × 28
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 128
3 × 3, 128
]
× 2
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 128
3 × 3, 128
]
× 4
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦ 28 × 28 14 × 14
14 × 14
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 256
3 × 3, 256
]
× 2
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 256
3 × 3, 256
]
× 6
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦ 14 × 14 7 × 7
7 × 7
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 512
3 × 3, 512
]
× 2
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
[
3 × 3, 512
3 × 3, 512
]
× 3
1 × 1, 256
⎤⎥⎥⎦ 7 × 7 - -
1 × 1 global average pool × 4, 98-d fc, softmax
Table 3
Evaluation results of models with different components on datasets CNH-98. The best
records of comparative groups are bold and the best records of all models with the same
depth are bold and red. The variants of our methods are also shown in bold.
Backbone Methods CA SCA params FLOPs top-1 (%) P R F1훼 휃 휃+ (×109)
Res-18 [12]
(a) FPN [23] 13.3M 4.34 91.9 89.4 88.5 89.0
(b) APN-CA ✓ 13.4M 4.34 92.9 90.7 90.8 90.7
(c) APN-SCA ✓ 13.3M 4.34 92.5 90.9 90.0 90.5
(d) APN-CSCA ✓ ✓ 13.8M 4.88 93.5 91.7 91.2 91.4
(e) APN-CSCA-휃 ✓ ✓ 13.8M 4.90 93.5 92.2 91.7 91.9
(f) APN-CSCA-휃+ ✓ ✓ 13.8M 4.90 93.7 92.7 92.2 92.4
Res-34 [12]
(a) FPN [23] 23.4M 6.19 92.3 91.0 90.3 90.7
(b) APN-CA ✓ 23.5M 6.19 93.5 90.8 91.1 90.9
(c) APN-SCA ✓ 23.4M 6.19 92.7 90.7 91.0 90.8
(d) APN-CSCA ✓ ✓ 23.9M 6.73 93.8 92.2 91.6 91.9
(e) APN-CSCA-휃 ✓ ✓ 23.9M 6.75 93.9 92.7 92.3 92.5
(f) APN-CSCA-휃+ ✓ ✓ 23.9M 6.75 94.0 92.9 92.7 92.8
can make more contributions to the improvement of classi-
fication. This is because the parametric modeling makes it
more possible to consider the relationship between different
channels, resulting in the more efficient features fusion.
Analyzing the reduction ratio of CSCA. Both the reduction
ratio 푡 in CA and 푟 in parametric SCA are hyper-parameters,
allowing us to vary the capacity and computational cost of
CSCA in the network. In order to investigate the trade-off be-
tween the performance and computational cost determined
by the reduction ratio 푡 or 푟, a series of experiments with
APN-CSCA-휃/휃+-18 for a range of different ratio t/r are con-
ducted, following the settings in [14]. On the one hand, the
results of the reduction ratio 푡 in CA on CNH-98 are reported
in Table 4, which shows that the performance cannot be im-
proved monotonically if only increasing t. When t = 16, our
model achieves the good balance between the performance
and complexity. On the other hand, considering that the pa-
rameters of model are closely related to the size of dataset,
experiments are conducted for ratio 푟 in SCA-휃/휃+ on a se-
ries of datasets that are randomly sampled 25%, 50% and
100% of CNH-98. It can be seen from Figure 6 that per-
Table 4
Comparisons with different reduction ratio 푡 of CA in APN-
CSCA-휃/휃+-18. Here, the reduction ratio 푟 of SCA-휃/휃+ is set
by 8. The best results are bold.
Methods Ratio 푡 Params top-1(%) P R F1
APN-CSCA-휃
21 14.5M 91.9 90.6 90.4 90.5
22 14.2M 92.3 90.7 89.5 89.9
23 13.9M 92.5 91.0 90.2 90.5
24 13.8M 93.5 92.2 91.7 91.9
25 13.8M 92.7 91.3 90.7 90.9
APN-CSCA-휃+
21 14.7M 91.9 89.8 89.7 89.7
22 14.3M 92.4 90.9 90.4 90.7
23 14.1M 92.9 91.1 91.2 91.1
24 13.8M 93.7 92.7 92.2 92.4
25 13.8M 93.1 91.7 91.5 91.4
formances on these datasets are robust to a wide range of
reduction ratios r. Furthermore, the highest performance is
obtained at the smaller reduction ratio r (refers to more pa-
rameters) when the data becomes larger. Specifically, our
methods reach the good balance at r=8.
Comparison with different backbone networks. In order
to validate the independence of the used backbone networks
in APN, the experiments are conducted on CNH-98, where
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Figure 6: Comparisons with different reduction ratio 푟 of SCA-휃/휃+ in APN-CSCA-휃/휃+-18. Here, the reduction ratio 푡 of CA is
set by 16.
Table 5
Results with VGG as backbone. Our methods are shown in bold.
Backbone Model Size Params FLOPs top-1(%) P R F1
VGG [32]
FPN-VGG [23] 11 11.5M 10.11×109 91.9 89.5 89.6 89.5
APN-CSCA 11 11.9M 10.65×109 93.4 91.7 92.0 91.9
APN-CSCA-휃 11 12.0M 10.72×109 93.5 91.9 92.2 92.1
APN-CSCA-휃+ 11 12.1M 10.75×109 93.9 92.2 92.1 92.2
VGG is taken as the backbone networks. Compared with
FPN, it can be seen from the experimental results, shown
in Table 5, that both APN-CSCA and its parametric version
bring apparent improvements of the performance. For ex-
ample, there are improvements by 2.0% for APN-CSCA-휃+
in terms of top-1. This indicates that our method can choose
the better backbone network when applied to solve the prac-
tical problems.
5.3. Comparison with recently proposed methods
Currently, there are lots of excellent deep neural network
methods proposed. In order to illustrate the superiority of
our method, some experiments are conducted to make com-
parison between these general methods and our proposed
methods, where our methods take pre-act ResNet [12] as
the backbone network. Furthermore, we also compare our
methods with FPN that uses the recently proposed attention
models.
Comparison with recently proposed methods. The exper-
imental results are shown in Table 6, where all methods are
grouped. The optimal results in each group are bold, and
the best records are highlighted in red among all methods
with similar parameters. It can be found that the proposed
Table 6
Comparison with recently proposed methods on CNH-98.
Model Depth Params top-1(%) P R F1
Network in Network [22] - 2.3M 80.1 76.4 77.3 76.8
VGG-11 [32] 11 129.1M 88.1 84.3 83.8 84.1
VGG-19 [32] 19 140.0M 85.8 82.1 81.7 81.9
GoogleNet [16] 22 7.0M 92.0 89.7 89.5 89.6
pre-act ResNet-18 [12] 18 11.7M 91.7 89.1 88.1 88.6
WRN-18-1.5 [43] 18 25.2M 92.7 91.3 90.5 90.9
SENet-18 [14] 18 11.8M 92.9 91.2 90.3 90.8
CBAM-ResNet-18 [36] 18 11.3M 92.3 90.0 89.8 89.8
FPN-ResNet-18 [23] 18 13.3M 91.9 89.4 88.5 89.0
APN-CSCA-18 (ours) 18 13.8M 93.5 91.7 91.2 91.4
APN-CSCA-휃-18 (ours) 18 13.8M 93.5 92.2 91.7 91.9
APN-CSCA-휃+-18 (ours) 18 13.8M 93.7 92.7 92.2 92.4
pre-act ResNet-34 [12] 34 21.3M 92.6 91.2 90.1 90.6
SENet-34 [14] 34 22.0M 93.5 91.6 91.2 91.4
ResNeXt-50 [38] 50 23.2M 92.5 89.3 88.5 88.9
RAN-56 [34] 56 30.0M 94.0 92.3 91.9 92.1
CBAM-ResNet-50 [36] 50 26.3M 91.3 90.1 90.0 90.1
FPN-ResNet-50 [23] 50 26.4M 94.2 92.1 91.2 91.6
APN-CSCA-50 (ours) 50 26.9M 94.9 93.1 93.3 93.2
methods obtain the best results. For example, comparedwith
the best representative method SENet-18, APN-CSCA-휃+-
18 obtains the improvement of the performance by 0.8% of
top-1 accuracy, although it has more 2.0M parameters. In
order to investigate whether the improvements of the perfor-
mance just results from the larger parameters, we compare
SENet-34 with our APN-CSCA-18. It can be seen that our
model with 13.8M parameters still outperforms SENet-34
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Table 7
Comparison of our methods with FPN with recently proposed
attention models on CNH-98. Our methods are shown in bold.
Model (# Depth) Params FLOPs top-1 P R F1
(×109) (%)
FPN + SE [14] (18) 13.4M 4.34 92.5 90.4 90.4 90.3
FPN + CBAM [36] (18) 13.4M 4.34 92.1 89.1 89.5 89.3
FPN + SSCA [20] (18) 13.7M 4.88 93.1 90.9 90.7 90.8
APN-CSCA (18) 13.8M 4.88 93.5 91.7 91.2 91.4
APN-CSCA-휃 (18) 13.8M 4.90 93.5 92.2 91.7 91.9
APN-CSCA-휃+ (18) 13.8M 4.90 93.7 92.7 92.2 92.4
FPN + SE [14] (34) 23.5M 6.19 93.3 91.2 91.4 91.1
FPN + CBAM [36] (34) 23.5M 6.19 92.5 91.0 90.3 90.6
FPN + SSCA [20] (34) 23.9M 6.73 93.2 90.9 91.4 90.9
APN-CSCA (34) 23.9M 6.73 93.8 92.2 91.6 91.9
APN-CSCA-휃 (34) 23.9M 6.75 93.9 92.7 92.3 92.5
APN-CSCA-휃+ (34) 23.9M 6.75 94.0 92.9 92.7 92.8
with 22.0M parameters. For larger models, APN-CSCA-50
outperforms RAN-56 by 0.9% of top-1, 0.8% of precision,
1.4% of recall and 0.9% of F1 but with the fewer parameters
than RAN-56.
More importantly, our methods obtain the better results
with the fewer parameters than the larger models such as
VGG and WRN. For example, although our methods only
achieve improvements by 0.8% and 0.7% of top-1 accuracy
comparedwith SENet-18 and FPN-56 respectively, ourmeth-
ods, taking pre-act ResNet as the backbone, consistently out-
perform all compared methods for all metrics. It is much
expected that we can obtain the further improvements if we
replace our backbone with the better networks. Note that
the effectiveness of directly using FPN to model is not obvi-
ous, while our pyramid network with attention module can
achieve the apparent improvement. These show that with
the help of the proposed attention model, the pyramid net-
work can nicely fuse features with different scales to solve
the multi-granularity recognition task. Because FPN has not
the attention mechanism, it cannot adjust adaptively the fea-
ture information based on the different granularity so that
it hinders the pyramid structure from handling the multi-
granularity recognition task.
Comparision with recently proposed attention models.
In order to validate the superiority of our attention module
in the pyramid network, we compare our model APN with
FPNwith the powerful attentionmodule SE [14] (FPN+SE),
CBAM [36] (FPN+CBAM) and SSCA [20] (FPN+SSCA).
The experimental results are presented in Table 7. It can
be observed that our methods outperform FPN with any at-
tention model. Although FPN use SSCA as the attention
model to obtain the better performance than it uses the other
attention models, our method with 18 layers outperforms it
(FPN+SSCA) with the same layers by 0.6% of top-1 accu-
racy, 1.8% of precision, 1.5% of recall, and 1.6% of F1. For
the larger models with 34 layers, our models still have the
obvious superiority.
5.4. Multi-granularity Evaluation of Proposed
Method
In order to validate that our models have the ability to
solve the problem of inconsistent recognition granularity,
a series of experiments are conducted and evaluated with
multi-granularitymetrics. The experimental results are shown
in Table.8, where the column Total indicates the best results
obtained in experiments for 98 classes on CNH-98. For the
more fine-grained evaluation, we evaluated our models and
baseline [12] on each species for 98 classes. As shown in
Table 8, our methods obtain the best records in the 6 of
8 species on CNH-98. More importantly, performances of
our approaches are fairly more stable and robust for various
species, such as all accuracy of our every method on each
species are over 90% for CNH-98. As for the worse results
like Resin, we argue that there is actually not a far distance
of performances between baseline and our models, because
the number of samples in these species is extremely small as
shown in Figure 5. For the more coarse-grained evaluation,
we also measured our approaches and baseline [12] on the
whole CNH-98 for eight species, whose results are denoted
by c-Acc in Table. 8. The difference between Total and c-
Acc is that Totalmeans using 98 class as labels for CNH-98,
while c-Acc uses 8 species as labels such as Bark in Table.
1. It can be found that our model APN-CA still maintains
an obvious advantage and APN-CSCA obtains the further
improvements. These results indicate that our methods can
nicely accomplish multi-granularity recognition tasks such
as Chinese herbal recognition.
5.5. Visualization Analysis
In order to confirm ourmotivation and clearly explain the
effectiveness of our proposed methods, the features distribu-
tion and the intermediate activation of attention modules in
our method are visually analyzed. As shown in Figure 7,
we adopt t-SNE [8] to visualize the original data distribu-
tion before training and distribution of features extracted by
the proposed method (APN) trained on CNH-98. Moreover,
we statistics activation values of CA from two pathway in
the process of fusing features for four levels and their SCA
masks. For a fair comparison, we have normalized the acti-
vation values of CA modules into [0, 1].
(1) t-SNE Visualization. Because herbs belonging to dif-
ferent species are easier to be recognized while those be-
longing to the same species are so similar that they should
be classified with the more fine-grained cues, herbs recogni-
tion can be regarded as a multi-granularity task. In order to
validate this, the data distribution of CNH-98 via t-SNE are
visualized in Figure 7. Considering too many classes, three
classes are randomly selected from each species to be visual-
ized following the practice in [49]. In Figure 7 (a), features
extracted by ResNet [12] pretrained on ImageNet [7] but
without trained on CNH-98 are visualized to show the orig-
inal data distribution. It can be observed that there are clear
boundaries between samples of different species (different
color), while samples of different classes in intra-species are
mixed together. This indicates that inter-species samples are
distinguishable and the intra-species are confused. Further-
more, we also adopt t-SNE to visualize features modeled by
APN-CSCA-휃+ trained on CNH-98 and results are shown
in Figure 7 (b). Obviously, all classes are much separated.
More interestingly, it can be observed that samples of intra-
species classes are grouped much closer and those from dif-
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Table 8
The accuracy (%) of each model are evaluated by fine-grained metric on each species for
98 classes and coarse-grained metric (c-Acc) on the whole datasets for 8 species, where
Total refers to the accuracy (%) for 98 classes on the whole dataset. Our methods are
shown in bold.
Model Total Fruits Rhi Flowers Bark Thallo Whole Leaves Resin c-Acc(%)&Seeds -zome -phyte Herbs
ResNet-18 [12] 91.7 91.4 89.6 95.5 95.3 92.3 89.6 96.7 100.0 87.8
FPN-Res18 [23] 91.9 90.7 90.6 96.7 96.5 95.6 88.1 96.7 90.9 94.4
APN-CA-18 92.9 91.9 92.5 98.0 96.5 92.3 91.0 93.3 90.9 95.3
APN-CSCA-18 93.5 93.5 90.6 98.0 96.5 90.1 91.0 96.7 90.9 95.7
(a) Original Data Distribution (b) t-SNE Visualization (via APN)
Fruits&Seeds Rhizome Flowers Bark Thallophyte LeavesWhole Herbs Resin
Figure 7: t-SNE visualization of features from randomly selected classes from each species. The color represents different species
labels and each number means different class labels of each species. Our proposed method provides the better inter-species
discrimination and intra-species discrimination.
ferent species are more separated. These observation indi-
cate our methods not only could separate those from differ-
ent species but also make intra-species classes more distin-
guished, validating the proposed methods.
(2) Visualization of Attention Activation. As shown in
masks of SCA in Figure 8 (left), SCA modules of deeper
levels tend to focus on the global information. Thus they al-
ways activate continuous regions covering themost of target.
On the contrary, the shallower ones pay more attention to lo-
cal details and activate some fragmentary and small regions.
These phenomenons validate our motivation for designing
SCA to fuse the global and local information. More signifi-
cantly, the masks of spatial flow and semantic flow show an
obvious complementary relationship except for the deepest
level. As for the masks of the deepest level, we argue that
both of them are extracted by deep layers and have a simi-
lar focus. It can also be observed from Figure 8 (right) that
the activation of CA modules illustrates their dynamical ad-
justment process. It is obvious that the activation values of
level 4 to level 3 are always at about 0.5 and fluctuate slightly
(about 1e-7), providing additional evidence for the above ar-
gument that deep layers have similar concerns. However,
when going shallower, activation of semantics flow shows
more densely, and spatial flow shows more sparsely. Fur-
thermore, the CA activation of APN-CSCA is more cautious
than that of APN-CA, as features of APN-CSCA on a vari-
ety of channels are less suppressed, their activation values
are more average, and they fluctuate more stably than that
of APN-CA. In such case, SCA modules take the part of the
responsibility for modelling, and thus adjustments of CA are
less aggressive.
It can be concluded that the attentional activation val-
ues of CA and SCA modules are very vigorous and distin-
guished. They can dynamically and adaptively adjust feature
information of different levels and model their complemen-
tary relationship for effective features fusion.
6. Conclusion
As currently there is no public Chinese herbal image dataset
available at present, it is hard to applymachine learningmeth-
ods to perform Chinese herbal recognition. This paper con-
structs a new Chinese herbal image dataset for recognition,
which can be taken as benchmark datasets to verify any ma-
chine learning method. Subsequently, a novel Attentional
Pyramid Networks (APN) is proposed that presents a better
solution to problems of multi-scale feature fusion. In this
new work, Competitive Attention, Spatial Collaborative At-
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Figure 8: Visualization of attention activation for example. In Masks of SCA (left), the color of regions tends to be red, indicating
the higher activation values, and vice versa, to be blue. In Activation of CA (right), the blue lines refer to the activation of spatial
flow via lateral connection 퐬푠푝푎푙 , while the orange lines mean the other ones 퐬
푠푒푚
푙 .
tention, and their parametric variants are newly proposed and
then applied to model the relationship of features extracted
by various layers of APN, so that it can adaptively model
each Chinese herbal image with different feature scales. It
is validated through experiments that APN can be more effi-
cient to establish a new framework for Chinese herbal recog-
nition. In the future, we will continue to collect more data
to support the research of machine learning methods. At the
same time, we will take into account Chinese herbal knowl-
edge as the heuristic knowledge to develop new machine
learning approaches for Chinese herbal recognition.
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